A total of 28 substantive news reports mentioning UST were collected. ** denotes items involving OUDPA in providing information or statements upon enquiries, issuing media invitation, issuing press releases, or setting up interviews.

1. SBM publishes HKUST Business Insights
   Hong Kong Economic Journal and Sing Tao Daily (17/8).

2. Willie CHAN, Class of 2000 graduate in economics and finance, is working as
   a pilot in Cathay Pacific
   East Touch (17/8).

3. Dr Ngok MA (SOSC) commented on politics
   6 clippings (10-17/8).

4. UST admits 169 self-financed mainland undergraduate students**
   The Sun (17/8) and Shenzhen Special Zone Daily (11/8).

5. Neuroscience research featured in an episode of RTHK’s TV series, Biotech Century
   Drs Hong XUE and Yifan HAN (BICH) were interviewed.
   TVB Jade (14/8) and 3 clippings (13-14/8).

6. Five UST students attended a radio program hosted by Linus CHEUNG**
   RTHK1 (14/8).

7. Prof S S CHERN, recipient of Shaw Prize in Mathematics, will present a
   lecture at UST on 8 September**
   Sing Tao Daily (14/8).

8. UST issues guidelines to orientation camp organizers**
   Oriental Daily News (14/8) and Ming Pao Daily News (13/8).

9. SCMP’s MBA supplement
   Deep collaboration between the business schools of UST and HKU
   was featured.
   SCMP (14/8).

10. Cynthia LO Ka-kay (MATH) will take part in air pistol shooting at
the Olympic Games in Athens
East Week (11/8).

11. The release of JUPAS results
   6 clippings (10/8).

12. Prof James C WESTLAND (ISMT) wrote to SCMP's editor on home-grown devices
    SCMP (10/8).

13. Dr William W Y CHOW (ECON) commented on economic forecasts
    Economic Weekly (9/8).

14. Dr Kin-Man LEE (CIVL) commented on recycling
    Hong Kong Industrialist (Aug 2004).

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Because of restrictions on photocopying newspaper articles, OUPA is unable to provide clippings for photocopying. Most of the clippings are however available in HKUST News Clippings Online (http://library.ust.hk/cgi/db/newsclip.pl) through the Library's subscription to the WiseNews service. Enquiries can be made to the media unit of OUPA at x8555 or x6306.